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1. 

The present invention relates to safety razors 
generally and nore particularly to the type where 
in a thin, replaceable or detachable, flexible razor 
blade is flexed and clamped between cap and 
guard Enenbers having cooperative blade-flexing 
faces shaped to flex the blade accurately, the 
Cap and guard members being relatively movable 
towards or away from each other by manipulation 
of a threaded handle; Such razors being com 
monly known as of the “Gillette type.' 
Among the objects of the invention is the pro 

Vision of a safety razor of simple construction, 
and of easy and economical manufacture; the 
provision of a Safety razor, embodying a replace 
able, facedly reversible, flexible razor blade, hay 
ing improved neans for positioning the blade and 
guiding it as it is being flexed between clamp 
ing Inenbers, for improved parallelisin of the 
shaving edges with the axis of the razor head 
and in proved equalization of shaving edge pro 
jection on opposite sides thereof; the provision 
of a Safety razor having such improved blade 
guiding means and a guard member facedly re 
Versible to the cap member for providing varia 
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tions of exposure of the shaving edges of the blade 
to the guard at a given degree of flexure of the 
blade and, especially, to provide a relatively high 
Or relatively low expoSure of the shaving edges to 
the guard, according to which of the guard faces 
faces the biade, at the maximun degree of blade 
fieXLI'e of when the blade is most tightly camped. 

Other objectS Will hereinafter be apparent 
from the description taken in connection. With 
the accorpanying drawing. 
The invention resides in the combinations and 

arrange2Snts of parts, the cooperative action of 
partS, and the construction of individual parts 
creinafter described and claimed. 
Refering to the drawing forming a part of 

the Specification and in which similar reference 
characters refer to sinilar parts throughout the 
Several WieWS: 

Fig. is a side perspective view of the compo 
neit pašS of the razor in disassembly, a portion 
of the handle being shown in section. Fig. 2 
is an end view of the guard member. 
an eid WieW, partly in Section, of the cap reinae. 
Fig. 4 is 2n end view, partly in section, of the 
ra,2O head ShoWing the razor blade clamped in 
Operative shaving position betWeer the cap aid 
One blade-flexing face of the guard member. 
Fig. 5 is an end view showing the blade clamped 
Substantially as tightly as in Fig. 4 batween the 
cap and the other blade-flexing face of the guard 
member. Fig. 6 is an end view, with parts shown 
in section, showing the relative positions of parts 

Fig. 3 is 
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just prior to flexing and clamping the blade as in 
Fig. 4. Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the razor head 
With the parts in position as in Fig. 4. Fig. 8 is 
a plan view of a typical double edge flexible razor 
blade. Fig. 9 is an end view showing a modifica 
tion of guard inember. Fig. 10 is a top elevation 
of a modification of a part of the guard member. 
Fig. 31 is a plan face view of a further modi 
fication. Of guard member. Fig. 12 is a sectional 
view taken on line E2-2 of Fig. 11 with the part 
turned ninety degrees. Fig. 13 is a side eleva 
tion of a modification of the guard member 
shown in FigS. 1 and 12. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing: 
The eiodiment of the invention illustrated in 

Figs. to 8 inclusive comprises a cap member 2, 
dCloe edge perforated flexible razor blade 2, 
guard member 22 and handle 23. Cap member 2 
has projecting from its concave or blade-flexing 
face central externally threaded post 24 of Sufi 
cient length to extend through the blade and 
guard member into the threaded end of the 
handle, and on opposite sides of, and Spaced from, 
the central post are rigid aligning and position 
ing studs 25 and 2. Blade 2 is of the Suai and 
Wei known construction, being perforated Cen 
trally in the form of slot having enlarged por 
tions 27, 23 and 29 to receive cap post and cap 
studs 26, 25 and 26, and is of normally straight 
thin body longitudinally, as indicated by 3, and 
is provided with the usual oppositely disposed, 
sharpened, longitudinal edges providing the Shaw 
ing edges 32 and 32. Guard member 22 is pro 
vided with three aligned longitudinally Spaced 
cylindrica holes 33, 34 and 35 extending from 
one blade-fiexing face of the member to the other 
to receive cap post and studs 24, 35 and 26 and, 
preferably, is substantially the Same length as 
the cap member 2) with flat end faces 36. The 
parts are assembled in the usual manner: thread 
ed cap post 24 being engaged by internal threads 
3 of the handle, members 2 and 22 being forced 
towards each other, relatively, by the turning of 
the handle, causing blade 2 to be transversely 
flexed and camped by the cooperative action of 
concave blade-flexing face 38 of the cap, more 
particularly the longitudinal edges of the face, 
and one of the blade-flexing faces 39 or of 
the guard menber. 

Referring more particularly to reversible guard 
inenber 22, the convex blade-fiexing faces 39 and 
4 are transversely curved on the same radius 
and have a curvature substantially conplemen 
tary to blade-fiexing face 33 of the cap. Project 
ing laterally outwardly of faces. 39 and 4, on 
opposite longitudinal sides thereof and equidis 
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Stant laterally therefrom, are parallel, longitu 
dinal Skin guards if and 42 which may be formed 
in the guard member in any suitable manner 
knoW in the art and of any suitable material 
Or inaterials; as shown herein, the guard mem 
ber comprises a laxminated assembly of a rigid, 
rectangular, flat sheet 43 fixedly secured between 
plano-convex rigid parts 44 and 45, parts 43, 
44 and 35 being suitably fastened together by 
riveting, or Soldering, or welding, as may be de 
Sired, and, as shown herein, by Sodering. The 
projecting and longitudinally extending ends of 
skin guards & and 2 are symmetrically rounded 
Oil Opposite faces of sheet 3 and on opposite 
Sides of the guard member as indicated at 46, 47 
and at 43, 39, the shape and length of curvature 
of the rounding being the same on both faces 
and at both sides of the sheet and being So shaped 
and related to the curve of blade-flexing faces 
88, 39 and is as to provide a shaving angle or ; 
angles according to the best practice in the art 
Or colleirce. portant features in the revers 
ible guard inenber 2 are that either blade-flex 
ing face thereof is cooperative with the cap men 
ber for flexing and clamping the razor blade with 
the Shaving edges thereof in operative shaving 
position to the skin guards and that one blade 
flexing face, 38, is lower relatively to the skin 
guards that the opposite blade-flexing face $3, 
Whereby, When the blade is claped tightly be 
Ween faces 33 and 39, the shaving edges of the 
blade Will be eXposed irelatively to the skin guards 
preferably Substantially as high as in the best 
commercial practice employed in the improved 
raZOA'S of the Gillette type when the parts thereof 
are Sinilarly tightly clamped and the blade flexed 
Substantially to the same degree; and, further, 
Whereby, when the blade is clamped tightly to 
the Sane degree between faces. 38 and 43, the 
shaving edges of the blade will be exposed higher 
relatively to the skin guards; in both cases, how 
ever, neither face 39 nor face. is too high relia. 
tively, and to the skin guards for operative shay 
ing in the usual Safe nanner and, preferably, face 
40, the higher face, is low enough to the skin 
guards to permit operative shaving in a safe man- 'i 
ner with less than full flexure of blade and, con 
Sequently, With a still relatively higher exposure 
of Shaving edges to skin guards. The difference 
in height, relative to face widths and to skin 
guards, of faces 33 and $8 may be any suitable dis 
tance Within the limits of operative shaving and 
is such a distance, preferably, whereby, when the 
blade is caYaped to the same degree of tightness 
between cag and face 39 or cap and face 49, the 
difference, in height of shaving edge exposure to 
the respective skin guards is not greater than 
twice the height of the lower shaving edge expo 
Sure and, preferably, does not exceed one-one 
hundredths of an inch, and, more preferably, does 
not exceed .004 of an inch in some instances, the 
guard neiber may be made with a relative dif 
ference in face heights which will, when the 
blade is claringed to the same degree of tightness 
between the cap and face 39 or between the cap 
and face , effect a difference in height of shay 
ing edge eXposure to the respective skin guards 
Of not more than .002 of an inch, or substan 
tially .002 of an inch. Since guard member 22 
is shown with convex faces 33 and 46 curved on 
the Saline radits and having the same widths (and 
also the Saine width as face 38 of the cap 2), it 
will be clear, upon reference to Fig. 2, that for 
purposes of illustration the referred to relative 
difference in face heights Will be understood by 
considering the line A-A a plane through the 
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guard member at the edges of its blade-flexing 
face 39 and paralleling a plane axially through 
the skin guards represented by the line B-B', and 
by considering the line C-C a plane through 
the guard member at the edges of its blade 
flexing face 40 and paralleling Al-A' and B-B'. 
It will readily be seen that the distance between 
A-A and B-B is less then the distance be 
tween B-B and C-C and that, consequently, 
blade-flexing face 39 is lower relatively to skin 
guards & and 42 than is blade-flexing face 4 
(it having been observed that guard faces 46, 47, 
i8 and 9 are Synnaetrically related to axial plane 

Cap studs 25 and 26 are provided, for a por 
tion of their lengths, with lateral parallel sides 
forming opposite lateral sides of the cylindrical 
portions 50, 50, the inner ends of which are 
Spaced from a plane contiguous with the blade 
flexing edges of the cap member by a suitably 
short distance which, preferably, is a distance-be 
tWeen .004 of an inch and .003 of an inch. The 
portions 5, 5 constitute blade positioning or 
locating means for positioning the blade with its 

5 shaving edges. Substantially equally exposed lat 
erally to and extending Substantially parallel with 
the blade-flexing edges of the cap member before 
the blade is flexed into operative shaving posi 
tion, and constitute, together with the holes 34 
and 35 in the guardinember, cap and guard align 
iig in eas or guard-guiding means, cylindrical 
portions 58, 5, having a close, but practicable, slid 
ig it in holes 3 and 35 and being of Suitable 
length for initially positioning the cap and guard 
inexibei'S and the blade and for guiding the move 
ment.S of the cap and guard members relatively 
to Wards, or a Way from, each other. The inner 
ends of the Studs 25 and 26-extending from cylin 
drical portions 5,53 to the inner or concave 
face of the Cap'nei Iber have laterally - inclined 
SideS converging in the direction of the concave 
face of the cap and forming opposite lateral sides 
of frusto-conical portions 5, 5 of the studs whose 
Outer and free ends 52, 52 have the usual dome 
Shape for easy entrance into blade and guard 
holes. Inclined portions: 52, 5 have a definite 
degree of inclination or rate" of taper, for their 
lengths, definitely related to the degree of flexure 
of the blade that the blade-flexing faces of the 
cap and guard memberS Will effect, and consti 
tute blade-guiding means for guiding the arc 
ing of the blade during all degrees of transverse 
fieXing to maintain the Shawing edges of the blade 
substantially equally eXposed laterally to and ex 
tending "Substantially parallel with the blade 
flexing edges of the cap member- and the skin 
'guards of the guard member. The studs may be 
cast integral On the cap or made of a different 
and Suitable material and Welded or soldered in 
holes and in accurate alignment in the cap as 
shown in Fig. 3, the Studs being provided with 
cylindrical end portions 33 for the purpose; in 
Some instances, the holes in the cap may be in 
ternally threaded and portions 53 externally 
threaded for cooperative fastening engagement. 
Blade locating or positioning portions 5), 5 of 
the studs have a width between their respective 
Opposite lateral Sides only slightly less than holes 
28 and 29 of the blade in order that the blade 
may be accurately, if not so quickly, positioned 
thereon initially, and center post 24 of the cap 
member has a diarieter Smaller enough than hole 
27 of the blade to prevent the hole walls of the 
blade from catching on the threads of the post 
before or during flexures of the blade. In Fig. 4, 
the partS are shown tightly dra Wn together with 
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the cap and guard members held in proper align 
ment by the cooperative action of stud portions 
50, 50 and guard hole walls 54, 54, and with the 
blade tightly clamped between the blade-fiexing 
face of the cap member and the low blade-flexing 
face of the guard member and providing the low 
eXpoSure of blade shaving edges to skin guards 
as indicated by the distance of a plane con 
tiguous with the shaving edges of the blade and 
repreSeited by the line D-D' from the parallel 
plane, represented by the line B-B, through the 
axis of the skin guards; as will be observed, the 
blade has been transversely flexed and arched 
upwardly or in the direction of the cap member 
by the turning of the handle and the forcing of 
the parts together, and with the lateral walls 
of the blade adjacent the holes 28, 29 thereof, 
more particularly, due to the direction of blade 
arcing, the portions of the lateral Walls of the 
blade Which are On the shorter radii, as indi 
cated at 55, having cooperated with frusto-coni 
cal portions 3, 5 of the cap studs to position 
the blade with the shaving edges thereof Substan 
tially equally exposed laterally to the respec 
tive Skin guards. 

In Fig. 5, the parts are shown drawn together 
to the Same degree of tightness as shown in Fig. 4, 
but With the guard nember reversibly faced so 
that the blade is clamped between the cap men 
bei and the high blade-flexing face of the guard , 
member providing the high exposure of blade 
shaving edges to skin guards as indicated by the 
distance of a plane contiguous With the Shaw 
ing edges of the blade, and represented by tie 
line E-E, from the parallel plane, represented 
by the line B-B, through the axis of the skin 
guards. In Fig. 6, the relationship of parts is 
shown in their position just before the biade will 
go under tension and where the Slightest tight 
ening of the handle will cause the corinence 
ment of blade flexing: One face Of the blade is 
touching the blade-flexing edges of the cap men 
ber, and the opposite face of the blade is tan 
gentially touching the blade-flexing face of the 
guard member, in this instance low face 39, sub 
stantially centrally along Said face; and with the 
cap and guard aligning and blade positioning 
or locating cylindrical portions of the cap Studs 
well seated in the guard member and providing 
the proper alignment of the parts. With the 
parts in this position, the cylindrical portions & 
of the cap studs extend almost clear through 
the blade holes, the inner ends 56 of said por 
tions being in position in the holes of the blade 
at a depth between one-half to two-thirds of 
the blade; the frusto-conical blade guiding por 
tions of the cap studs extend Substantially the 
remaining distance into the blade holes; and since 
the usual biade may be either “regular' and .006 
thick or “thin' and .004 of an inch thick, the blade 
2 shown here may, for purposes of this illustra 
tion, be considered as of .006 of 3, inch thickness, 
and the depth, to give a colcete example, fron 
the cap contacting face, to which ends S6 and 
the conical portions of the cap studs extend into 
the holes of this blade is, as shown, but not 
by way of initation, approximately Inidway be 
tween .003 and .004 of an inch in Order that a 
thinner blade, for example a blade .004 thick, may 
be properly positioned and guided. In the posi 
tion shown, the blade is Substantially prevented 
from lateral movement by the lateral Sides of the 
portions of the cylindrical portions of the cap 
studs which are in the blade holes, the conical 
or guiding portions being substantially V-spaced, 
as indicated at 5, 57, from the rectangular or 
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Vertical wall faces of the blade holes. As the 
cap and guard members are forced relatively to 
Wards each other by the turning of the handle 
and the blade is being flexed, the blade holes be 
come Smaller laterally so that the Wall portions of 
the blade opposite the lower portions or bottoms 
of the holes will be guided, compensatory to re 
duction in hole size, by the inclined or conical 
portions of the cap studs whereby, when the 
blade is clamped for operative shaving, the shav 
ing edges of the blade will be substantially equally 
exposed laterally to the respective skin guards, as 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and previously described. 

In the modification shown in Fig. 9, the revers 
ible guard member 22a, of similar laminated 
structure, has oppositely disposed flat blade-fiex 
ing faces 39a and 4.0a of equal width and 
narrower than the cap member which laterally 
Overhangs the rounded fulcrum edges of the 
blade-flexing faces of the guard member. As 
Shown in this modification, the parts are clamped 
to the same degree of tightness as the parts 
Shown in Fig. 4, with the parts functioning in 
the Sane manner for positioning and guiding the 
blade for Substantially equalized exposure lat 
erally of the shaving edges to the skin guards, 
and to provide the same high or low exposures 
of the Shaving edges to the skin guards as pre 
viously described. The distance between planes 
D-D' and B-B is the same as described in con 
nection. With Fig. 4, and blade-flexing face 4og 
COOperates with the cap to provide the high ex 
pOSure of blade shaving edges described in con 
nection. With Fig. 5; in the construction shown in 
Fig. 9, however, as will be observed, because of 
the narrower blade-flexing faces of the guard 
member, the heights of the blade-flexing faces 
thereof are respectively greater than in the con 
Struction shown previously (Fig. 2), the planes 
F-F' and G-G' being respectively higher rela 
tively to the plane B-B' than the panes A-A.' 
and C-C, but the relative difference in heights 
of faces 390 and 4.0a and the actual heights of 
blade shaving edge exposure to the respective 
skin guards, as indicated by the planes D-D and 
B-B', are the same as in the previously described 
Construction. Either of the described guard mem 
bers may have lather passing longitudinal slots 
On Opposite lateral sides, and in Fig. 0 is shown 
a modification of the rigid rectangular sheet por 
tion. 43a, of the laminated assembly of guard 
member shown in Fig. 9, having lather passing 
slots 58 and 59 extending longitudinally on op 
posite sides thereof and behind the skin guard 
bars 4a and 42d, the slots being laterally disposed 
to the blade-flexing faces of the guard member 
With the longitudinal side walls of the latter, at 
the rear of the slots, Vertically fush with the 
iner Sides of the slotS. 

In the modification of the part shown in Figs. 
1 and 12, guard member 22b is of one piece con 
struction and is provided with oppositely disposed 
ather passing slots 53d, and 59 a respectively spac 
ing skin guard bars b and 2b from the blade 
supporting head; the cap central post receiving 
hole 33cl is countersunk, as indicated at 33b, in 
ooth blade-flexing faces 39a and a to receive 
the threaded end of the handle; in other respects, 
guard member 22b is the same as the previously 
described guard member 22d. 

... the frther modification of the guard ten 
bei shown in Fig. 13, guard member 22c is pro 
vided with oppositely disposed skin guard bars 

c, opposite ends of which, at the ends of the 
lather passing slots, provide blade corner skin 
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iguards in the form of shoulder ends' 69, 6 which 
rare relatively higher than the intermediate por 
tions of the skin "guard 'bar's at their tops and 
'hottoms, but Substantially iiush. With the front 
and ''skin engaging faces of the rounded guard 
teeth 62 alternately spaced in the bars by grooves 
-63 extending rearwardly to the outer sides of the 
lather passing slots. Shoulder ends 69, 6 are 
*CW eiOugh relatively to the respective blade 
flexing faces of the guard neiber so as not to 
interfere with a tight clanping of the blade, 
especially a thin biade .004 of an inch in thick 
ness, raid so as not to distort the blade corners 
which will be, greferably, spaced, when the blade 
"is tightly clairpied, a Suitably short distance above 
the-shoisies for the purpose of avoiding contact 
therewiiii aid for enabling the shoulders to more 
closely guard the blade edge eorners than the 
isixin guard bar portions between the shoulders 
"guard the Sihaving edges of the blade, between 
the blade sedge cornet's. Shoulder's 89, 6 may, 
if desired, be symmetrically high with respect to 
'tine blaxie-flexing faces of the guard member 
whereby both blade-flexing faces. Will have the 
same height, with respect to the corresponding 
adjacent shoulder endis of the skin guards and 
whereby shoulder ends 68 and is adjacent the 
high-face i a will be relatively higher to guard 
steein 62 - than the shoulder ends correspondingly 
2djacent, he low-face of the guard nember will 
be to teeth 62. As shown herein, Shoulder ends 
63, and-Staresyininetirically high with respect to 
teeth 32 and, consequently, the shoulder ends 
correspondingly adjacent face 43a are lower rela 
tively thereto than the shoulder ends correspond 
ingly adjacent the low face are relatively to the 
low face. In other respects, guard iceiraber 22c 
is the Sarge as guard Imember 22b. 
While E. have illustiated and deseribed the in 

vention in the preferred form, "I wish it to be 
understood that the invention is not limited to 
the precise dietails shown and described and that 
variations and modifications may be made with 
in the spirit, and scope of the appended claims. 

Fiaving thus described my invention what I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is: - 

1. A safety razor including, in combination, 
relatively nowable gap and guard members hav 
ing blade-icianping faces cooperative for trans 
versely flexing and clamping a flexible razor 
blage, the cap in ember having a hollow blade 
clamping face, the guard member being facedly 
reversible and having two oppositely disposed 
blade-claping faces either of which is coopera 
tive with the cap member for transversely flex 
ing the blade, skin guards forming opposite ion 
gitudinal side edges of the guard, one of said 
glade-glamping faces of the guard member be 
ing higher at its sides above the skin guards than 
the other, rigid blade-positioning projections ex 
tending downwardly from the cap member to en 
gage the guard member for guiding said mem 
bers reisitively towards each other, said projec 
tions having slightly tapered upper side portions 
tagering in the direction of the cap member for 
guiding the blade as it is being flexed and cen 
traily arcised towards the cap member for posi 
tioning the blade relative to the guard member, 
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8 
and a handle-member for moving said cap, and 
guard inleinbers relatively towards each other. 

2. A Safety razor including, in combination, 
relatively nowable cap and guard members- hav 
ing glade-clariping faces cooperative for trans 
versely "flexing and clamping a flexible razor 
blade, the cap member having a hollow blade 
Ciamping face, the "guard member being facedly 
reversible and having two oppositely disposed 
blade-clamping faces either of which is coopera 
tive with the cap member for transversely fiex 
ing the blade, skin gliards forming opposite lon 
gitudinal Side edges of the guard and having, 
at Opposite ends, shoulders forming blade-corner 
'Skin guards disposed relatively higher to the 
blade-clainping faces of the guard member than 
the skin guard portions between said shoulders, 
one of Saidioiade-clamping faces of the guard 
neilber being higher at its sides above the skin 
guards than the other, rigid blade-positioning 
projections extending downwardly from the cap 
neraber to engage the guard member for guid 
ing Said members relatively towards each other, 
Said projections having slightly tapered upper 
Side portions tapering in the direction of the cap 
inenbei for guiding the blade as it is being flexed 
and centrally arched towards the cap member 
for positioning the blade relative to the guard 
121ember, and a has idle member for moving said 
cap arid guard members relatively towards each 
Other'. 

3. A Safety razor including, in combination, 
relatively movable cap and guard members hay 
ing blade-claii.2ing faces cooperative for trans 
Versely fiexing and clamping a fiexible razor 
blade, the cap member having a hollow blade 
Clarlping face, rigid blade-positioning projections 
extending downwardiy from the cap member and 
having guard-guiding side portions to engage the 
guard member for guiding said members rela 
tively towards each other, said projections having 
slightly tapered upper side portions tapering in 
he direction of the cap member for guiding the 
blade as it is being flexed and centrally arched 
towards the cap member for positioning the blade 
relative to the guard member, said guard-guiding 
Side portions of Said projections being so adapted 
to the blade-clamping face of the cap member as 
to be disposed in the blade for initially position 
ing the blade when the latter is in a flat condi 
tion and in Surface engagement with the blade 
clariping faces of said members, and a handle 
neinber for moving said cap and guard members 
relatively towards each other. 

JOHN-T. SCULLY. 
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